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Directors Statement for April 1st, 2022- 31st March 2023 

The fiscal year commencing April 1st, 2022, began with a great deal more optimism than in 
the two previous years where the world was encased in a global pandemic, and we 
witnessed a decimation to our sporting calendar as was the case with other national, outdoor 
pursuits and activities. Business confidence was in the ascendance during the Spring of 2022 
and positivity in the sporting sector grew as the battle against Covid-19 was being won and 
green shoots of recovery appeared both socially as well as in UK industry and commerce 
generally. Whilst parts of Britain and Europe were still in the aftermath of full 
recovery, there were clear indicative signs that normality was returning, certainly to the 
outdoor sporting activities. Consequently, we were able to confidently refresh and re-
instigate our strategic plans without the previous societal restrictions and economic 
shackles imposed on the UK by a global pandemic. 

The UK economy witnessed post-pandemic growth in 2022 of 4.1% however with demand 
outstripping supply, price increases affected all sectors causing inflation to rise quite rapidly 
peaking at 11.1% in October 2022, the highest for 41 years. As we reflect on the first six months 
of 2023 the Bank of England has continued to apply interest rate rises to prevent an economic 
recession and attempt to curb inflation and achieve their target of 2%. In March 2023 this figure 
had dropped slightly to 10.1% yet was still clearly impacting on the nation as they 
battled rapidly rising food, utility, and household price rises. Whilst the spending power of 
most of the population has been curtailed temporarily our year end accounts reflected an above-
expectation result instilling further confidence in our ten-year strategy, Rounders 
Reconnected, giving the Board & Operational Team impetus to further challenge our 
delivery and fiscal potential in 2023-24. 

How did we perform in 2022-23? 

Our fiscal performance in 2022/23, was grossly affected by inflation and market forces 
including the impact of the rising cost of living, subsequently our salary costs rose as a result. 
Consequently, our expenditure budget was severely tested however the organisation 
maintained robust controls to ensure targets were achieved. 

Several circumstances impacted upon overall performance and activity. Note that the 
organisation operated from a home-base for the entirety of the fiscal year, with minor charges 
for ad hoc hot-desk locations & team meetings which supported team morale, collaboration, 
and operational effectiveness. Subsequently, substantial savings were made as our back-office 
budget was shielded from rent, rates, building maintenance and utility costs. Work from home 
costs to staff members will be monitored annually versus general cost of living fluctuations.  

The decision to focus heavily on memberships for individual Club members rather than teams 
paid further dividends as we witnessed further year-on-year growth in that area however 
overall education membership declined. Consequently, in 2023-24 education membership has 
been re-modelled offering a free affiliation to replace paid membership to schools, colleges, 
and universities. In addition, we will monitor the predicted increase in participation and support 
for our events and competitions.  



Whilst revenue from outdoor events and competitions returned positive double-figure year 
on-year gains we aim to capitalise further on the public and private sector corporate events 
market in 2023-24. This will necessitate increasing our network of qualified volunteers to 
expand our capacity.  

Commercial interests enjoyed further year on year success partly due to the continued growth 
of Web Shop sales. These gains were further boosted by revenue returns well above of budget 
expectations from partnership agreements with several established, commercial relationships 
returning superior growth year on year. We look forward to 2023-24 with increased confidence 
and with an additional commercial partner on board specialising in sporting goods sales to the 
education industry. Future collaborations are planned to capitalise on this market sector.

The organisation benefited hugely from grant funding supporting our operations, delivery and 
participation aims. Our Sport England grant for 2022-23 was a substantial increase  
on 2021-22 fuelled by our ambitious business case submission and the DCMS 
desire to fully support the recovery of sport post-covid. In addition, we distributed the 
first phase of community support grants from the Together Fund we were administering to 
local member partners to help develop neighbourhood rounders initiatives across the 
country. 

Interest on our Reserve funds was strongly influenced by the regular increases applied by the 
Bank of England throughout 2022 and 2023. Our fiscal year commenced at 0.75% BoE 
rate with the Year End experiencing a BoE rate of 4% (a reflection of interest rates 
previously witnessed in October 2008 amidst the Great Recession). S u b s e q u e n t l y 
we invested our cash reserves into short-medium term savings to maximise 
opportunity in the marketplace. With the expectancy of continued rate increases in 2023-24 
we aim to take further advantage by investing longer term (six months-one year plus) when 
cash flow permits. 

Whilst the Year-end result confirmed a small pull on reserve funds for the fiscal year the result 
was considerably healthier and much improved on the agreed budget forecast approved by the 
Board. 

In conclusion, whilst 2022-23 showed many similarities operationally to previous years 
there is ever-increasing competition across the sector, therefore we must improve our operating 
profit potential, and substantially increase our revenue expectations to the point of 
generating additional income streams, to fund our strategic ambitions and sustainable growth 
aspirations. 

Looking ahead, one key area of revenue and a platform for improved profitability and sustained 
growth of our organisation is sponsorship investment. Attracting a compatible sponsor in 
2023-24 will undoubtedly be an area of primary focus both for the Board and operational 
team. Principal areas that will improve our ability to connect with potential sponsors and 
influence our success include further developing our brand awareness and maximising our 
product sales. In March 2023 we appointed a new Director of Marketing & 
Communications, to further strengthen our senior leadership team and capitalise u p o n 
this important area of opportunity in 2023. 

Embracing the digital era remains important strategically and will reinforce our aims to be 
Commonwealth Games ready by 2032. Accordingly, the Board will continue to support the 
CEO and Operational Team in meeting the challenges of the next fiscal year and beyond to 
ensure delivery of the business plan and long-term strategic plans. 
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The Board’s appetite for risk and supporting growth opportunities from our Reserves will 
ensure consideration is given to delivery projects aimed at achieving increased, long-term 
participation and driving commercial revenue.

Finally, we have reviewed our 2023-24 fiscal objectives to ensure they remain in tandem 
with our ambitious, strategic delivery plans which include a declaration of year-end 
profitability. Our annual budget incorporates the confirmed Exchequer and National 
Lottery approved funding signifying year 2 of a five-year funding cycle. In addition, we 
aim to disburse the remainder of our allocated Together Funding commitment to 
community-based rounders projects, aimed at expanding our multi-region participation 
network.  

In conclusion, there is no doubt that our organisation has every opportunity in 2023-24 to 
deliver our Business Plan objectives and take a further step towards the fulfilment of our 
ten-year strategy, Rounders Reconnected. 
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